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the following actions in the order I.Posted on April 30, 2014 Donald Trump
Wins The Nevada Caucuses The Nevada Caucuses are tonight, and the trend is
towards Trump. Trump is breaking at about 30 percent according to IBD/TIPP.
Probably more. Trump beats Clinton by a comfortable margin. Cruz finishes

third and Rubio fourth. Recall, last night, as the race was increasingly in
Trump's favor, as the polls started to close, Cruz and Rubio tried something

which would reduce Trump's margin of victory. They created a virtual
Trump/Cruz/Rubio alliance, hoping a close finish would be possible, and they

would try to combine forces to stop Trump. That strategy didn't work, as
tonight's margin of victory is more Trump's than yesterday. The

Cruz/Rubio/Trump strategy was not the sole factor in tonight's loss. Marco
Rubio did his best tonight, both in Iowa and in Nevada, but his best was not

good enough. Cruz, of course, did better than he should have, with his support
dropping like a rock once he began to make his second and final trip to New
Hampshire. Nevada is a caucus state. This means that thousands of people,
not the thousand or so who vote in Iowa, show up to cast their ballot. New

Hampshire is the state with the most voters in the nation, so New Hampshire,
by inference, is the most important state. The few who will vote in Nevada will

vote there, not in Iowa. Cruz, Rubio, and Trump, of course, campaigned in
Nevada, but they won't be the most important folks in Nevada. So the big

question tonight, in Nevada, is 6d1f23a050
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